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Abstract

Development of in silico models of patient-specific cerebral artery networks
presents several significant technical challenges: (i) The resolution and smooth-
ness of medical CT images is much lower than the required element/cell
length for FEA/CFD/FSI models; (ii) contact between vessels, and indeed
self contact of high tortuosity vessel segments are not clearly identifiable from
medical CT images. Commercial model construction software does not pro-
vide customised solutions for such technical challenges, with the result that
accurate, efficient and automated development of patient-specific models of
the cerebral vessels is not facilitated. This paper presents the development of
a customised and automated platform for the generation of high resolution
patient-specific FEA/CFD/FSI models from clinical images. This platform
is used to perform the first fluid-structure-interaction patient-specific anal-
ysis of blood flow and artery deformation of an occluded cerebral vessel.
Results demonstrate that in addition to flow disruption, clot occlusion sig-
nificantly alters the geometry and strain distribution in the vessel network,
with the blocked M2 segment undergoing axial elongation.The new computa-
tional approach presented in this study can be further developed as a clinical
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diagnostic tool and as a platform for thrombectomy device design.

Keywords: Image-based modelling, Cerebral vessels, Fluid Structure
Interactions, hyperelastic, non-Newtonian Flow
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1. Introduction1

Acute ischemic stroke (AIS) occurs when an intracranial artery is oc-2

cluded by a thrombus, thus, decreasing the supply of blood and other nutri-3

ents to the downstream tissue. AIS is the third most frequent cause of death4

and the most common cause for disability among adults in Western coun-5

tries [1]. The gold-standard for treatment of AIS with recombinant tissue6

plasminogen activator (rt-PA) and/or endovascular treatment (mechanical7

thrombectomy), aims to recanalize the occluded artery and restore blood8

supply to the affected downstream territory. Despite being effective in re-9

canalizing the occluded artery, up to two-thirds of patients remain function-10

ally dependent after treatment [2]. A new generation of thrombolytic drugs11

and mechanical intervention techniques are being developed. However, these12

techniques need to be tested in randomized clincial trials to be introduced in13

clinical practice. The INSIST consortium (IN-Silico clinical trials for treat-14

ment of acute Ischemic STroke, www.insist-h2020.eu) aims to develop an15

in-silico trial platform that allows for simulating randomized clinical trials to16

test the latest treatment developments [3].17

In-silico trials is an emerging method for pre-clinical assessment of novel18

devices and therapeutic methods which also motivated the regulatory bodies19

such as US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to develop a structured20

approach for assessing the credibility of computational models for medical de-21

vices [4]. Development of patient-specific finite element models from clinical22

images is the cornerstone of in-silico trials.23

Development of in-silico models of patient-specific cerebral artery net-24

works presents several significant technical challenges: (i) resolution and25

smoothness of medical CT images is much lower than the required ele-26

ment/cell length for FEA/CFD/FSI models; (ii) contact between vessels, and27

indeed self contact of high tortuosity vessel segments are not clearly identifi-28

able from medical CT images. Commercial model construction software does29

not provide customised solutions for such technical challenges, with the result30

that accurate, efficient and automated development of patient-specific mod-31

els of the cerebral vessels is not facilitated. Therefore, the main objectives32

of the current study are (i) to develop a customised and automated platform33

for the generation of high resolution patient-specific FEA/CFD/FSI models34

from clinical images, and (ii) to use this platform to perform the first FSI case35

study of blood flow and artery deformation of an occluded cerebral vessel.36
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2. Patient-specific model construction37

In this section, segmentation and processing of medical images and the38

numerical method for generation of finite element meshes for artery and blood39

clot are described. Finite element simulation of FSI in cerebral artery is then40

performed using the developed patient-specific artery and blood clot meshes.41

2.1. Medical image data processing and centre line construction42

2.1.1. The patient data43

The geometry reconstructions presented in this study are derived from44

clinical medical image data obtained at the Amsterdam University Medical45

Centers, location AMC. All data is from patients who presented with an AIS46

due to a large vessel occlusion in the anterior circulation, and who received47

endovascular treatment. The image data recorded as part of the clinical48

workup includes Non-Contrast Computed Tomography (NCCT) and Com-49

puted Tomography Angiography (CTA) (for more information on inclusion50

criteria we refer to previous work [5]). Only patient data was considered for51

which: 1) the NCCT image quality and resolution was was sufficient (slice52

thickness ≤2.5 mm), and 2) where the NCCT and CTA data were recorded53

consecutively on the same CT scanner.54

2.1.2. Segmentation of the cerebral vasculature55

The image-based mesh creation procedure requires a segmentation of the56

intracranial circulation vessel lumens from the medical image data. The term57

segmentation here refers to the establishment of a 3D binary image S where58

voxel intensities are 1 on the vessel wall and inside the vessel, and 0 elsewhere.59

The first step in the segmentation process is the creation of a mask which60

allows for the selection of the intracranial region from the CTA data. Since61

elements such as the skull and the carotid artery may present with similar62

Hounsfield Units (HUs) in the CTA data, this mask was instead derived from63

the NCCT data. A previously validated software featuring a threshold and64

region growing algorithm [6] were used for mask creation. Next, the NCCT65

image data was registered to the CTA data to enable mapping data from the66

NCCT image space to the CTA image space. This registration could be used67

to map the NCCT mask to create the corresponding mask for the CTA data.68

Following the application of the mask, the intracranial vessels were seg-69

mented from the CTA data using custom Convolutional Neural Network70

(CNN) software (developed by Nico-Lab https://www.nico-lab.com). This71
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patch-based algorithm classifies voxels as vessel based on the HUs of its sur-72

rounding voxels. Since the algorithm operates in a single atlas image space73

the CTA data was first registered to this atlas space. Next all blood vessels74

could be automatically segmented using the CNN algorithm. Registration75

was also used to map the segmentation back to the patient CTA space.76

All registrations were performed using the open source registration soft-77

ware Elastix [7] (version version 4.9.1, https://elastix.lumc.nl/).78

Finally, the resulting segmentation was imported into ITK-SNAP [8] for79

manual processing, by a trained observer, to isolate the anterior intracranial80

arteries and to remove minor discrepancies in the segmentation.81

Figure 1 visualises typical CTA data and a close-up of the segmentation.82

The segmentation offers a non-smooth voxel representation of the vascular83

geometry, hence further steps are required to derive smooth and high quality84

surface and solid meshes.85
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Figure 1: CTA image segmentation and centre line data construction. Axial views showing
the internal carotid arteries and the basilar artery for the CTA (A), and NCCT data (B),
a close-up of a CTA slice (C), a corresponding segmentation overlaid (red) (D), a shaded
view of the segmentation with centre line overlaid (green) (E), and a corresponding close-
up (D)
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2.1.3. Vessel centre line graph construction86

To aid the creation of smooth surfaces, the segmentation data is processed87

to provide a vessel centre line graph where information like the local radius88

is stored for each point on the graph. The semi-automatic software iCafe89

(The University of Washington, [9]) was here used to extract the center line90

graph, to anatomically label arterial segments, and to determine the local91

vessel radius at each point. The centre line and geometry measurements92

were also assessed by a trained observer.93

The 3D coordinates for the vessel graph consists of NG point coordinates94

which are arranged in a NG × 3 position vector array PG. Each row in PG95

defines a position vector of a point on the graph. The local vessel radius is96

represented by the NG × 1 array RG, i.e. a single radius is defined for each97

graph point. Figure 2A visualizes an example of the graph, which in this98

case was derived from the segmentation shown in Figure 1.99

The graph connectivity is defined by a set of line segments which each100

connect two points. The collection of all, NE, line segments is here repre-101

sented by a NE × 2 array EG, where all entries in the first column define102

indices into PG of the line segment start points, while the second column103

defines indices into PG for the line segment end points. Points in PG may104

be shared between multiple line segments. A labelling is available for each105

of the NE line segments defining the vessel type they belong to.106

2.1.4. Thrombus analysis107

The thrombus location and geometry characteristics were assessed by ex-108

perienced neuro-radiologists using a previously presented measurement pro-109

tocol [5]. In summary, the NCCT and the CTA scans were automatically110

registered using Elastix [7]. The hyperdense artery sign on the NCCT scans111

allowed the observers to select three voxels that represent the proximal, mid112

and distal parts of the thrombus. The length of the thrombus was measured113

as the distance between the proximal and distal voxels. Furthermore, in case114

of a bifurcating thrombus, the part of the longest part of the thrombus was115

assessed.116

2.2. Vessel surface model construction117

2.2.1. Regularization of center line data118

Figure 1E and F show raw center line data plotted within the raw seg-119

mentation data. Since the raw centre line data is derived from relatively low120
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resolution and noisy clinical image data, the curves and radii may be non-121

smooth and unevenly spaced. To regularize this data the centre line data for122

each vessel feature were first sampled evenly (with a desired density based on123

the desired output finite element model mesh density). The resampling em-124

ploys piecewise cubic Hermite interpolation and geodesic sampling is made125

possible by parameterisation based on curve length. The resampled centre126

line data was next smoothed (based on Humphreys-Classes smoothing [10])127

in terms of the coordinates of the lines as well as data specified on the lines128

such as local radius. A final step in centre line regularisation is the removal129

of so-called vessel end artifacts. Such artifacts occur when a vessel exits the130

field of view of the image at an angle. The derive centre line and radii are131

inaccurate at these ends. All centre lines where therefore shortened by 2 mm132

and the radii of the last 5 mm of the ends were replaced by the radius prior133

to reaching the last 5 mm. An example of resampled and smoothed centre134

line data is shown in Figure 2A, which is the regularised version of the data135

in Figure 1.136

Figure 2: Processing centre lines to produces the level set image: (A) A regularised centre
line, with local radii indicated by color; (B) A visualization (three mutually orthogonal
slices) of the corresponding level set image with the derived vessel surface overlaid for
reference.
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2.2.2. Levelset image construction137

The centre line data can be used for the creation of vessel surface models.138

Here smooth continuous surface models are constructed with the aid of level139

set images. level sets offer a convenient method of computing high quality140

surface geometry from spatial data such as the centre line graphs. Level141

set creation typically involves: 1) the embedding of the spatial data in an142

image domain, 2) defining a distance function from the spatial data to the143

image voxel grid, and 3) using the distance function to define a (signed)144

level set image. Surface geometry can then be derived through isosurface145

computations. See Appendix A and Figure 3 for details.146
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Figure 3: Visualisations (three mutually orthogonal slices) for the medial axis gradient
based level set correction. Two central overview pictures and 4 close up images are pro-
vided. The derived vessel surface is overlaid for reference. The -1 intensity (black) voxels
denote regions where the level set image was corrected for, 0 intensity (light blue) denotes
regions outside graph neighbourhood, all other voxels are colored towards the nearest
branch label. Close-ups (A) and (B) show corrections to the level set functions aiming to
avoid ”branch-to-branch merging”. Close-ups (C) and (D) show adjustments to avoid the
”self merging”. Full details presented in Appendix A.

2.2.3. Triangulated surface model creation147

Construction of the surface geometry is based on isosurface creation. The148

entire vessel surface can be retrieved from the level set image by forming the149

isosurface L(PL) = 1.150

Note that reconstructing surfaces at levels deviating from unity results151

in shrunk or expanded surfaces, e.g. iso-levels of 0.9 or 1.1 would result in a152

10% decrease or increase in the resulting radii respectively.153

The level set derived isosurface description contains closed vessel ends154
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(see also Figure 4A). For FSI simulations open inlets and outlets are required.155

Hence the isosurface is processed to cut open the vessel ends. The surface156

mesh for each vessel end was cut by a plane normal to the local graph end157

direction. This produced a triangulated isosurface with open ends (see also158

Figure 4B).159

Isosurfaces typically present with a heterogeneous mesh which features160

many sharp and nearly collapsed triangles (see also Figure 4A and C). There-161

fore, the isosurfaces were remeshed to obtain a much more homogeneous and162

nearly-equilateral triangulation (based on a GIBBON implementation [11] of163

the Geogram remeshing functionality [12]). An example of remeshed surfaces164

is shown in Figure 4B and D.165

Although the isosurface mesh spacing stems from the levelset voxel size,166

the remeshed mesh spacing can be chosen independently from this. Hence,167

one may choose a small voxel size to guaranty high fidelity of the isosurface168

but choose a mesh spacing during remeshing that is desired for subsequent169

computational analysis. In this study the mesh spacing was set at 0.5 mm170

(which is equivalent to the voxel size used).171
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Figure 4: Processing of the isosurface to derive a high quality triangulated mesh with
open vessel ends. The overview image (top left) shows the triangulated surface (gray)
with vessel end boundary curves highlighted (blue). A close-up of the appearance of the
rounded and closed isosurface vessel ends (A), which are cut to produce the open ends
(B). A close-up (C) of the isosurface mesh, and a close-up (D) of the corresponding region
showing the homogeneous near-equilateral triangulation of the final remeshed surface.

Once a triangulated surface geometry is created the fidelity with respect172

to the centre line data (i.e. the radii) can be verified. For each node on the173

mesh the nearest center line graph point can be computed. Furthermore,174

the radius at each graph point can be compared to the distance of the graph175

point to the mesh node. In figure 5A an example mesh is shaped towards176

the difference between the radius implied by the nearest graph point and the177

perceived mesh radius (shortest distance from mesh to graph). Figure 5B178

shows a histogram for the differences across the entire mesh. This example179

mesh presented with a near-zero mean difference (8.65 · 10−4 mm), and a180

standard deviation of 0.0310 mm.181
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Figure 5: The surface deviation with respect to the center line graph radius data.

It should be noted that the accuracy of the surface reconstructions heavily182

depends on the chosen voxel size, and the remeshing point spacing (both 0.5183

mm in this example). Lower errors can be achieved if these control param-184

eters are decreased (although at the cost of increased computational time).185

In this study, with the parameters mentioned, the computational time for186
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the creation of a single surface mesh (from raw centre line data to the final187

remeshed triangulated surface and difference evaluation) is approximately 13188

seconds (on a laptop featuring 32Gb RAM and an 4 core 2.90 GHz CPU).189

Since this process is automated it can easily be applied for high-throughput190

applications. To demonstrate this capability, figure 6 illustrates the appli-191

cation of the presented methods for N=50 patient-specific data sets, which192

took under 11 minutes to complete.193
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Figure 6: Triangulated surface models of intracranial vessel trees.

2.3. Clot surface model creation194

The thrombus location information, described in section 2.1.4, can be195

mapped to the centre line graph. Using a nearest point mapping between196

the mesh and the graph, the mapping can be translated to the vessel surface197
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mesh. The clot location can therefore literally be painted on the vessel sur-198

face. Figure 7 illustrates how a clot mesh can be automatically created by199

locally cloning the vessel mesh to form the clot body, and by closing over this200

cloned section by smooth end caps (based on the GIBBON regionTriMesh3D201

function).202

Figure 7: Illustration of clot meshing by cloning the local vessel to create the clot body,
and by closing the clot ends using a smooth cap.

2.4. Solid meshing203

If, rather than a surface mesh, solid elements are required for the vessel204

wall, these can be created through thickening of the mesh. The thickening can205

be based on a constant or a spatially varying wall thickness, e.g. as provided206
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along the center line. Thickening of a triangulated mesh creates layers of207

pentahedral (or wedge) elements (or hexahedral elements if the triangulation208

is first converted to a quadrangulation). The interior of the clot is here209

meshed using tetrahedral elements (using the GIBBON implementation of210

TetGen [13]).211

3. Patient-specific FSI simulation212

To demonstrate the advanced capabilities of the framework an FSI case213

study is presented using the highlighted patient-specific mesh in Figure 7.214

All FEA and FSI simulations are conducted using the open source software215

FEBio (v1.9.1 https://febio.org/ [14]). The recently added FSI capabili-216

ties are detailed in Ateshian et al. [15] and Shim et al. [16].217

3.1. Automated FSI model creation218

Figure 8A shows the curved anatomy of a patient-specific vessel (corre-219

sponding to the 4th row, 2nd column in 6) with an extended straight section220

towards the left. A gradient of vessel wall stiffness is specified along the ex-221

tended straight section. From the start of the inlet to the region of interest,222

as illustrated in Figure 8B, the stiffness alters from 20 times the normal stiff-223

ness to a physiological value at the start of the region of interest. This causes224

the vessel wall to remain relatively undeformed at the inlet while reaching225

the correct level of deformation at the intersection of the straight section and226

the patient-specific vessel. The addition of the straight section is necessary227

to achieve fully developed flow profiles at the start of the patient-specific228

vessels in the region of interest, and to ensure that any artificially high strain229

concentrations in the vessel wall near the inlet do not impact on results in230

the region of interest. Other boundary conditions are highlighted in Figure231

8C, D: the vessel and fluid ends are fully constrained in terms of displace-232

ment, and the inner vessel wall has no-slip boundary conditions. Details of233

the mesh for the vessel wall, clot and fluid domain are shown in Figure 8E,234

F, with extruded pentahedral elements in the vessel wall (thickness 0.3 mm)235

and tetrahedral elements for the clot and the fluid domain. The entire model236

creation process, from patient-specific mesh creation to boundary condition237

configuration, as well as the simulation execution procedure, were automated238

by coding the process in GIBBON [11].239
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Figure 8: FSI model configuration. The M1-M2 segment of a vascular tree (A) is used to
build a model with an extended straight section (shaded towards stiffness enhancement
factor) (B). Boundary conditions are visualised in (C) and the inlet velocity profile condi-
tions is shown (D). Visualisations for the pentahedral vessel (green) (E) and tetrahedral
fluid (blue) and clot (red) (F) mesh domains are shown. An example of the mapping of
local (circumferential) fibre directions (G).
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The velocity at the inlet surface is prescribed using reported velocity240

measurements in cranial vessels [17], as shown in Figure 8D. The total fluid241

pressure at the outlets is given as Ptot = P0 + Ph = RF , where R is the242

specified value of peripheral resistance (4× 108 Pa ·m−1 · s), P0 is a specified243

baseline pressure [16], F is the computed volumetric flow, and Ph is the com-244

puted haemodynamic pressure. At the start of the simulation the baseline245

velocity and the baseline pressure P0 are smoothly increased to the specified246

value such that fully developed steady state flow is computed. Following this247

initial step, 3 cardiac cycles are simulated.248

Non-Newtonian behaviour of blood is modelled using the Carreau model249

[18], for which the viscous shear stress τ is given by:250

τ = 2µD (1)

where251

µ = µ∞ + (µ0 + µ∞)(1 + (λγ̇)2)
n−1
2 (2)

in which µ0 = 0.056 Pa · s is the shear viscosity at the zero shear rate,252

µ∞ = 0.00345 Pa ·s is the shear viscosity at the infinite shear rate, λ = 3.313253

s is a time constant, n = 0.3658 is a power-law exponent, and γ̇ =
√

2D : D254

is the engineering shear rate. The density for blood was set at 1060 kg/m3.255

All blood parameters are from [18] (as also used in [16]).256

The constitutive behaviour of the clot and the vessel wall is modelled257

using the following Ogden hyperelastic formulation [19]:258

Ψiso(λ1, λ2, λ3) =
κ

2
(J−1)2+

N∑
i=1

ci
mi

2

(
λ1

mi+λ2
mi+λ3

mi−3−mi ln (J)

)
(3)

where Ψ represents the strain energy density, λi are the principal stretches,259

ci represent shear-modulus-like material parameters, mi are parameters con-260

trolling the degree of non-linearity, and κ represents a bulk-modulus-like261

material parameter. The parameter N sets the model order. Motivated by262

Moerman et al. [20] we use N = 2, c = c1 = c2, m = m1 = −m2 for both the263

clot and the vessel.264

Moreover, the anisotropy of vessel wall is incorporated by adding the265

contribution of collagen fibres strain energy to the Ogden formulation for266

non-collagenous matrix (equation 3); i.e., Ψ = Ψiso + Ψf . The following267
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form of strain energy density function is used for collagen fibres (FEBio [14]268

Fiber with Exponential-Power Law):269

Ψf (λF ) =
ξ

αβ

(
exp
(
α(λ2F − 1)β

)
− 1

)
(4)

where ξ > 0 is the fibre modulus, α > 0 and β ≤ 2 control the strain stiffening270

behaviour of the fibre, and λF is the stretch along the fibre. Here β = 2 is271

used. The collagen fibres in each element are in the local circumferential axial272

plane (see Figure 8G). To calculate the local coordinates of each element, the273

nearest centre line direction vector is computed which provides the local axial274

direction. The cross product between the axial vector and the vector pointing275

from the element to the nearest centre line point (radial direction) is then276

the circumferential direction. Fibres can be defined in the circumferential277

direction (see Figure 8G) or rotated around the axial direction by an angle278

θ (e.g. θ = 0◦ indicates circumferential fibres and θ = 90◦ indicates axial279

fibres).280

Vessel material parameters are calibrated using published experimental281

stress-strain relationships for cranial vessels [21], resulting in the following282

material parameters: c = 0.2 MPa, m = 2, ξ = 25 kPa, α = 2, and β = 2283

(note that if J ≈ 1 the use of m = 2 reduces the model to a Mooney-Rivlin284

formulation). The density for the vessel wall was set at 1000 kg/m3 [16].285

The clot material properties are calibrated using experimental data from286

unconfined compression tests on clot analogues [22], resulting in the following287

material parameters: c = 0.2 MPa; m = 2. The clot material density was288

set at 1000 kg/m3. Near incompressible (volume preserving) behaviour is289

enforced for the clot and vessel by setting κ = 500 · c.290

It should be noted that the objective of the FSI simulation in this study is291

to demonstrate the capability of the developed platform and therefore these292

basic material models and parameters for the clot and artery are considered293

sufficient. More sophisticated material models such as those recently pro-294

posed for blood clots [23, 24] and vessel walls [25] should be considered in295

future studies.296

3.2. FSI Results297

A parametric study has been performed to parse the influence of vessel298

and flow properties on the results (Table 1) in a non-occluded patient-specific299

artery. Results of this parametric study are presented in Table 2 in terms of300

the following computed quantities: (i) peak vessel wall strain at bifurcation301
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at peak systole; (ii) Mean strain in patient-specific vessels at peak systole;302

(iii) Mean strain in patient-specific vessels at diastole; (iv) peak velocity at303

Outlet 1 and Outlet 2. Computed strains are expressed as the Von Mises304

strain. Simulations reveal that circumferentially orientated fibres in the vessel305

wall (Model 1) result in lower wall strains than those computed for axial306

fibres (Model 2). In fact, the mean vessel wall strains are similar for axial307

fibres (Model 2) and an isotropic vessel wall without fibres (Model 3). These308

results are expected, given that vessel strains are primarily circumferential309

direction due to lumen pressure loading. Neither the vessel anisotropy nor310

the specified baseline pressure Po has a strong influence on computed flow311

velocity at the vessel outlets. An increased peak systole velocity at the inlet312

(Model 6) results in an increase in mean vessel wall strain and outlet velocity313

during systole.314

Figure 9 shows the computed strain state in the M1, M2 Superior Trunk315

and M2 Inferior Trunk branches of a vessel in the absence of a clot occlusion.316

The principal strain direction is largely in the circumferential direction, and317

the effective strain is highest in the bifurcation region. Table 2 presents318

influence of vessel wall fibre orientation, outlet pressure, and input velocity319

on vessel wall strain and blood flow. Circumstantially orientated fibres result320

in a reduced vessel wall strain. As expected, an increase in outlet pressure321

increases vessel wall strain. Outlet velocities are not strongly influenced by322

the orientation of vessel wall fibres. An increase of inlet velocity leads to an323

increase in vessel wall strain and outlet velocity, as expected.

Table 1: Model input parameter values.
Model Description Vessel Wall Properties Peak inlet velocity (m/s) P0 (Pa) at Outlets 1 and 2

1 Circumferential Fibres c=0.2 MPa, ξ = 25 kPa, θ = 0o 0.5 1.0e4
2 Axial fibres c=0.2 MPa, ξ = 25 kPa, θ = 90o 0.5 1.0e4
3 Isotropic (no fibres) c=0.2 MPa, ξ = 0 kPa, θ =N/A 0.5 1.0e4
4 Increased Pressure c=0.2 MPa, ξ = 25 kPa, θ = 0o 0.5 1.2e4
5 Reduced Pressure c=0.2 MPa, ξ = 25 kPa, θ = 0o 0.5 0.8e4
6 Increased inlet velocity c=0.2 MPa, ξ = 25 kPa, θ = 0o 0.6 1.0e4
7 Reduced inlet velocity c=0.2 MPa, ξ = 25 kPa, θ = 0o 0.4 1.0e4

324

Table 2: Effect of anisotropy, pressure, and fluid velocity
Model Peak strain at bifurcation Mean strain at systole Mean strain at diastole Peak velocity inlet 1 (m/s) Peak velocity inlet 2 (m/s)

1 0.32 0.155 0.132 1.020 1.231
2 0.39 0.187 0.156 1.002 1.230
3 0.59 0.187 0.156 1.003 1.229
4 0.46 0.188 0.163 0.998 1.114
5 0.33 0.126 0.103 1.042 1.139
6 0.41 0.162 0.132 1.198 1.345
7 0.38 0.149 0.132 0.832 0.919
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Computed streamlines are compared for a clot occluded vessel and an325

non-occluded vessel in Figure 10. The blocking of the M2 Superior Trunk326

vessel results in increased flow velocity throughout the M1 and M2 Inferior327

Trunk branches. Importantly, network geometry is dramatically altered by328

the altered flow patterns. The spatial position of the bifurcation is altered329

by 4 mm due to the flow disruption. As shown in Figure 11, the M2 Superior330

Trunk vessel elongates, undergoing a state of tension. the direction of princi-331

pal strain in the M2 Superior Trunk branch is primarily in the axial direction,332

rather than the circumferential direction for the non-occluded vessel, again333

highlighting the increased axial tension in the M2 Superior Trunk vessel. Fi-334

nally, the effective strain in the clot is significantly higher proximally, and335

reduces towards the distal end of the clot (Figure 11E, F).336

Figure 9: FSI simulation results at peak input velocity for the circumferentially orientated
fibre model (Model 1). The first principal (Green-Lagrange) strains (A), and a close-up of
their directions (B). The effective (Green-Lagrange) strain (C), and the Von Mises stress
(Pa) (D), and a vector (E) and stream-line plot for the relative flow velocity (m/s).
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Figure 10: Stream-line visualisations of the relative flow velocity (m/s) for the FSI simu-
lations at peak input velocity for the circumferentially orientated fibre model (Model 1).
A model configuration without a clot (A) and with a clot (shown in solid gray) (B).
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Figure 11: The first principal strain for the vessel without the clot (A), and a close-up of
their directions (B), the corresponding data for the vessel with a clot (C), and a close-up
of their directions (D). The effective strain in the clot (E), and a close up (F)

4. Concluding remarks337

A novel numerical methodology has been developed to create meshes of338

the brain vasculature based on medical image data. The medical image data339

is processed to provide vessel centre line and radius information. Surface340

or solid meshes are next derived from level set images computed from these341

centre line descriptions. The developed numerical methodology provides a342
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platform for generating fully automated patient-specific finite element mod-343

els from medical images which serves as the cornerstone of in-silico models.344

The suitability of the meshes for computational analysis is demonstrated for345

solid mechanics and fluid-structure interaction simulations. Moreover, a pa-346

rameter study was performed to parse the effect of vessel wall mechanical347

properties, fluid flow at the inlet boundary and prescribed fluid pressure at348

the outlet boundary on the stress and strain in the vessel wall and blood349

velocity at the outlet of the region of interest. Moreover, the developed finite350

element model has been used for finite element simulation of the first patient-351

specific thrombectomy procedure and the results have been presented in a352

follow-on submitted study [26].353
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Appendix A. Levelset image construction467

A 3D level set image matrix L(PL) is defined, in which the feature is468

embedded, consisting of NL voxels. A desired voxel size can be set which469

controls the point spacing used for the reconstruction of an isosurface defining470

the vessel geometry. In this study a voxel size of 0.5 mm is used.471

The following Euclidian distance matrix D(PG,PL) is computed:472

Dij =

√√√√ 3∑
k=1

(PGik − PLjk)2 (A.1)

Here i (i ∈ [1, NG]) is the row index for PG and j (j ∈ [1, NL]) is the row473

index for the level set image voxel coordinate array PL. The index k is for474

the x, y, and z coordinates.475

Note that a full distance computation (requiring a NL × NG array) is476

omitted here for computational efficiency. Instead the numerical implementa-477

tion features distance computation only for voxels within the so-called graph478

neighbourhood (up to twice the vessel radius removed from PG). Identi-479

fication of this subset is here based on a mask derived from the dilation480

of a binary ”graph image” SG (the indices of ”true” voxels are found from481

spatial-to-image coordinate conversion of PG) (alternatively a resampled and482

dilated version of the segmentation image S can be used).483

Finally the level set image L(PL) is defined as:484

Lαβγ = Lj = min(i)

(
Dij

RGi

)
(A.2)

Here α, β, γ are the row, column, and slice indices of the level set image485

L(PL). The index j is the previously defined row index of PL or equivalently486

the linear voxel index (or voxel number) for L(PL) (i.e. j = αβγ). The487

operator min(i) stands for the minimum along the i, or row, index direction.488
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With the above definition the level set image has the following properties:489 

L(PL) = 0 Vessel centre

L(PL) < 1 Vessel interior

L(PL) = 1 Vessel surface

L(PL) > 1 Vessel exterior

L(PL) < 2 Graph neighbourhood interior

L(PL) = 2 Graph neighbourhood boundary

L(PL) > 2 Graph neighbourhood exterior

(A.3)

Anatomically some vessel segments may physically touch or nearly touch490

an adjacent vessel. Furthermore some vessels are highly curved such that491

they appear kinked, causing vessel walls to touch or nearly touch. These492

circumstances cause vessel features to be joined or merged in a non-physical493

manner in derived isosurfaces. To avoid these artefacts the level set image494

was altered using gradients of external medial axis images. During level set495

image computation the nearest graph point indices for each voxel are also496

stored and were used to create a vessel segment label image, i.e. an image497

where the intensity defines the label number of the nearest vessel segment.498

The magnitude of the gradient of this image is only non-zero for transition499

regions where the intensity switches from one label to the next, and is known500

as the graph’s external medial axis. This type of external medial axis aids501

in correction of segment-to-segment merging.502

To correct for self merging another type of external medial axis image is503

required. For each graph segment a geodesic graph distance from one end504

point to the next can be computed, which, using the nearest graph point505

indices for each voxel, can be used to create an image representing local506

geodesic curve distance. Locations where the magnitude of the gradient of507

this image is higher than some threshold forms an external medial axis. The508

threshold used here is 2π times the maximum radius of the segment.509

A single combined binary external medial axis image M was formed by510

combining the before mentioned, graph labelling derived, external medial511

axis image, with these individual, graph segment geodesic distance derived,512

versions. To avoid separations at graph segment branch points, where merg-513

ing should take place, M is set to 0 within a distance of π times the radius514

at a branching point. Finally the level set image L(PL) was set to 2 where515

M = 1.516
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Figure 3 visualises a vessel segment label image with level set correction517

regions shown in black. The figure illustrates how regions of potential self518

merging and potential segment-to-segment merging can be altered.519
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